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ABSTRACT The remarkable increase in the number of interconnected smart devices in today’s Internet
of things networks introduces more challenges related to security, trust, and centralization, which require
more effective solutions. Fortunately, blockchain technology has recently emerged as a potential rescuer
for IoT-based solutions due to its decentralization and enhanced security features. It is usual for smart
contracts to arise in handling and processing the generated data when IoT devices are combined with
blockchain. However, blockchain and smart contracts need to interact with input data of the same level
of trust to guarantee correct applications execution. This implies using oracles to provide trust compatibility
between inserted information collected from IoT devices and blockchain and smart contracts. Therefore,
this study adopts a methodology that was shaped based on current literature and design and experiments
to provide a full narrative of the process of combining two of the most intriguing systems in today’s
world of technology, namely, blockchain and IoT including a very important part of the comprehensive
system, viz. blockchain oracle. Moreover, it was found that the literature lacks a complete view of the
IoT-blockchain integration process that covers all its important and related aspects. Therefore, this work is an
attempt to fill the gap in literature and contribute to the body of knowledge by surveying the literature about
existing IoT-blockchain architectures and shed light on the role of blockchain in addressing IoT issues while
demonstrating the concept of oracles as well as their functions in addition to the main operating blockchain
oracles. Additionally, this work illustrates a CO2 measuring use case where a smart contract is developed
and tested as part of two proposed oracle-based designs. The obtained results demonstrate a full picture of a
practical integrated IoT-blockchain system architecture.

INDEX TERMS Blockchain, challenges, data authentication, enhanced performance, Internet of Things,
integration, oracle, smart contract, trust.

I. INTRODUCTION
The internet of Things (IoT) provides everyday objects with
sensing, identifying, processing and networking capabilities
that enable them to communicate with one another and with
other devices and services over the Internet to accomplish a
desired set of objectives [1]. The strength of the IoT paradigm
lies in its remarkable effect on users’ behaviors which comes
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as a result of simplifying different aspects of their daily lives
on different fronts. In particular, IoT technology influences
the domestic andworking experiences of its users in ways that
enhance their living conditions. IoT-based systems promise
to play a major role in e-learning, e-health and many more
now and in the near future. As an example, for business users,
advancements in IoT technology should improve automation
and industrial manufacturing, process management, logistics,
intelligent transportation systems (ITS) for people and goods,
etc. [2].
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The interaction of IoT smart devices is expected to generate
considerable data flow between stakeholders, especially in
large-scale networks, which requires establishing trusted data
sharing among the different participants [3]. This imposes a
serious challenge on the performance of IoT-based systems.
Also, the employment of IoT in the daily operations of private
and business sectors raises many concerns about data security
since information needs to be protected at all levels of the
IoT ecosystems. While, achieving data security is relatively
complex in general [4], [5], security in IoT -based solutions
are not straightforward due to heterogeneity of the under-
lying devices, systems dynamics, unprotected environments,
and the large-scale applications networks [4]. Unfortunately,
other issues related to the high operational and maintenance
costs of the IoT ecosystem [6] and the centralized structure
of IoT networks additionally escalate these challenges and
create the issue of a single point of failure, as well.

While the IoT is growing in popularity and becoming one
of the biggest trends in modern technology, blockchain is
slowly keeping up. Blockchain has many distinguishing fea-
tures that enable providing trust and combat security breaches
in IoT systems. Combining blockchain and IoT can elevate
several industries such as the pharmaceutical industry, auto-
motive industry, water management, supply chain and logis-
tics [7]. Blockchain technology is capable of communicating
with diversified IoT devices and supporting integrated IoT-
blockchain automated architecture to perform efficient and
safe data sharing and operations [8]. The automation part of
the suggested combined IoT-blockchain system is fulfilled
using smart contracts, which reside within decentralized
blockchains and are written in computer programs that are
automatically executed when predefined terms are met with-
out the intervention of a third party. Smart contracts consist of
transactions that are stored and replicated in the blockchain’s
ledger. Smart contracts extend blockchains’ utility from sim-
ply keeping a record of financial transactions to automati-
cally executing multi-participants agreement conditions [9].
Those agreements could be identification mechanisms of
IoT entities, IoT devices services payments, peer-to-peer IoT
messaging scheduling, or any other IoT system operations.
In addition to the automation aspect, smart contracts per-
forming these IoT system operations have the advantage of
reduced risks of errors and manipulation. However, automat-
ing IoT operations using a combined IoT-blockchain system
faces an abstract where the data generated by IoT devices
cannot be injected directly into the smart contract but rather
through trusted oracles. During practical implementations,
oracles form the only means for blockchain to communi-
cate with the real world. They are used to ensure trust in
the collected IoT data making it eligible to be entered into
the blockchain and get executed by smart contract to ful-
fill certain objectives. Blockchain oracles come in different
architectures and designs [10] as will be demonstrated in this
research.

From reviewing the literature, it was found that researchers
acknowledged the benefits of integrating IoTwith blockchain

to enhance IoT-based applications’ performance [11]. In this
paper, we survey the different IoT-blockchain frameworks
and architectures in the literature to enhance further explo-
ration and understanding of possible integrated system forms,
which shall in turn assist in choosing the proper combined
system design for different applications. To the best of our
knowledge, current review articles in the literature do not
cover all issues related to the IoT paradigm nor reveal the
full potential of blockchain and its capability to elevate IoT-
based systems. In addition, they do not demonstrate all types
of possible combined IoT-blockchain system architecture.
Furthermore, this article explains the blockchain oracle con-
cept and what is known as ‘‘the oracle problem’’. It also
reviews the present oracles systems available in the busi-
ness market. Additionally, this study discusses the impact
of oracle blockchain on the performance and efficiency of
IoT systems once they are combined with blockchain and
smart contracts. Despite their heterogeneous nature, nearly
all blockchain applications suffer from the oracle problem.
Nevertheless, the adverse impact of the oracle problem dif-
fers based not only on the nature of the business case but
on involved stakeholders, as well [10]. It is also noted that
oracles and their role in smart contracts are not thoroughly
addressed in the literature and hence leaving results and
implications questionable [10]. Therefore, this study draws
a full picture for combining IoT and blockchain that includes
different design forms as well as the oracle layer that connects
IoT devices with blockchain and smart contracts. Moreover,
this work demonstrates a use case design of a carbon mea-
suring system as part of a carbon pricing approach using
IoT devices (carbon meters) combined with a smart contract
that operates on top of the Ethereum blockchain in two
different oracle-based architectures. Although many papers
dealt with the integration of IoT- and blockchain systems
while others discussed the oracle concept and its designs,
to the best of our knowledge, the literature still lacks such
an extensive review that incorporates IoT, blockchain and
oracle combined technologies. Yet, there is no comprehensive
study in the literature that covers both topics while provid-
ing a complete vision of the process of merging the IoT
and blockchain technologies in addition to demonstrating
a use case offering two oracle-based designs involving a
smart contract implementation, testing and evaluation. This
study contributes to the body of knowledge in the following
ways:

1) Explain blockchain architecture and layers as well as
the concept of smart contract and lifecycle to under-
stand their values and cornerstone role in an integrated
system with IoT.

2) Highlight the main challenges facing existing IoT net-
works and discuss the roles of blockchain and smart
contracts in addressing them.

3) Review integrated IoT-blockchain systems frameworks
and architectures available in the literature and summa-
rize promising designs and forms to provide a vision of
possible ways of integration.
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4) Explain the concept of blockchain oracles and discuss
the oracle problem and the proposed oracle systems in
the literature and industry focusing on linking the out-
side world with blockchain by facilitating the insertion
of trusted IoT devices’ readings into the blockchain.

5) Additionally, this paper discusses the impact of oracle
blockchain on IoT system performance and efficiency
in an integrated IoT- blockchain, especially when using
a smart contract to elevate combined performance.

6) Demonstrate a use case example of a carbon measuring
system based on integrating IoT devices (carbonmeter)
with blockchain including a smart contract and adopt-
ing two different oracle types (hardware and software
oracles) resulting in two system designs.

The rest of the paper is organized as follows. Section 2
explains blockchain technology structure, layers, and smart
contract that resides on it to provide the automation feature.
Section 3 demonstrates IoT challenges and blockchain as well
as smart contract roles in addressing them. The surveyed lit-
erature articles are summarized in section 4. Section 5 defines
the research methodology. Section 6 presents the oracle con-
cept, related problems and reviews its available network
designs. Section 7 demonstrates the carbon pricing use case,
the two suggested oracle designs and the associated smart
contract implementation and testing. Finally, the paper is
concluded in section 8.

II. BLOCKCHAIN TECHNOLOGY
Blockchain is an immutable, secured and decentralized infor-
mation recording system. It stemmed from merging several
existing multi-disciplinary sectors including software engi-
neering, distributive and decentralized computing, crypto-
graphic science and economic game theory [12], [13], which
shows how well related it is to IoT systems. It functions
at the intersection of the above-mentioned fields to provide
its distinguished characteristics of digital assets security,
software infrastructure and peer-to-peer networking. Further-
more, blockchain protocol provides economic incentives for
the network participants to discard malicious transactions and
act honestly [13]. Therefore, the novelty of blockchain as an
adopted approach is the combination of multiple technologies
[14] as demonstrated in Fig. 1.

The spread of blockchain technology greatly resembles
that of the Internet. Specifically, it is observed that the
blockchain protocol is following the same steps with which
the TCP/IP-based Internet has revolutionized the way busi-
nesses used to function [12], [15].

A. BLOCKCHAIN FEATURES AND ADVANTAGES
In today’s world, central authorities and third parties are
trusted to provide security and privacy for digital assets. Also,
they are assumed to remain honest and effective throughout
the verification process. Unfortunately, the reality is that
those third entities could be hacked, compromised, or manip-
ulated at any time or level. Consequently, the whole system
could be jeopardized [13], [16]. This is where blockchain

FIGURE 1. Multidisciplinary blockchain foundation.

characteristics promise as a permanent solution. Therefore,
the core innovation of blockchain lies in its ability to verify
and validate transactions publicly in a secured yet private
manner and store them immutably in a chronicle order where
all transactions could be easily traced without intermediaries.
This, clearly, creates a trusted, reliable and robust system.

B. BLOCKCHAIN STRUCTURE
A blockchain is a flat network without a hierarchy [17].
Therefore, when a new block is generated, it is added to the
end of a blockchain where it gets verified and stored linearly
in chronological order [18]. A Blockchain network consists
of nodes, each with a copy of the ledger [16]. A node is any
entity connected to the blockchain [19]. All connected nodes
are regularly synchronized to ensure that the same transaction
is globally shared [18]. Therefore, a blockchain is owned
and controlled by no one, yet it is shared and monitored by
everyone [20]. Special nodes called miners are responsible
for creating and validating blocks independently then adding
them to the chain. The authentication and validation process
is performed by miners. This process is called mining in
which different type [19].

Researchers proposed an organized architecture to catego-
rize the complexity of blockchain technology consisting of
five layers [21] as shown in Fig. 2:

1) THE APPLICATION LAYER
This layer contains the applications used by the end-users
such as cryptocurrency wallets, smart contracts, and decen-
tralized applications (DApps) [22]. It consists of two sub-
layers: the presentation layer, which includes APIs that user
interfaces use to connect the application layer with the
blockchain network, and the execution layer, which includes
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FIGURE 2. Blockchain technology layers.

smart contracts and (DApps) [21]. This layer is supported by
all the lower layers since it is responsible for presenting the
end results executed from the distributed ledger system [22].

2) THE DATA LAYER
In this layer, multiple data-related concepts are utilized such
as transaction models, data structure, Merkel trees, hashing,
and encryption algorithms in the form of digital signature and
asymmetric key pair [22].

3) THE CONSENSUS LAYER
This is the core of any blockchain because it sets the rules all
nodes need to follow to reach an agreement [22].

4) THE NETWORK LAYER
A peer-to-peer network performs peer discovery, transac-
tions, and block propagation. It is responsible for providing
speed and stability [22].

5) THE EXECUTION LAYER
This layer is responsible for executing smart contracts
and/or low-level machine codes using a runtime environ-
ment installed on network nodes. For instance, the Ethereum
blockchain has its special machine language and a virtual
machine (EVM) utilized to run smart contracts. The runtime
environment has to be efficient in a way that produces deter-
ministic execution results to avoid uncertainty and inconsis-
tency of transactions on all nodes. A transaction abortion due

to inconsistent execution shall decrease the performance of
the blockchain and waste energy [22].

C. BLOCKCHAIN APPLICATIONS
There is a wide spectrum of possible applications for
blockchain due to the important characteristics featuring this
technology. In addition to bitcoin and other cryptocurren-
cies, industrialists suggest different practical applications
that involve mainly one or more of the following six ele-
ments: assets, trust, ownership, money, identity, and con-
tracts [12]. However, to benefit from blockchain technology,
these elements have to be programmable to allow blockchain
to introduce new services. The following section explains the
concept and lifecycle of smart contracts, which represent the
automation and programmable aspect of blockchain.

D. SMART CONTRACT
The cryptographer Nick Szabo was the first to define a
smart contract as ‘‘a set of promises, specified in digital
form, including protocols within which the parties perform
on the other promises’’ [23]. However, this concept was never
implemented until the emergence of blockchain technology.
In blockchain, a smart contract is defined as ‘‘a self-executing
code on a blockchain that automatically implements the terms
of an agreement between parties’’ [24]. A smart contract is
not only an automatically executed program but rather a par-
ticipant in the blockchain system by responding to received
messages and getting, storing and sending data values. From
a technical perspective, a smart contract is a web server that
is not built on the internet but rather on the blockchain, there-
fore, specific contract applications can run on this server [25].

E. SMART CONTRACT LIFE CYCLE
The life cycle of a smart contract contains four main phases
as follows. The creation of the smart contract, freezing of
the smart contract, execution of the smart contract, and the
completion of the smart contract [26] as shown in Fig. 3.

1) THE CREATION PHASE
The creation phase is divided into two phases: an iterative
contract negotiation phase and an implementation or deploy-
ment phase. In the beginning, participating parties agree on
the content and objectives of the contract. All parties should
have a pseudonymous identifier in a wallet on the underlying
blockchain platform for identification and transfer of funds
purposes [27]. The next step is turning the agreement into a
code depending on the expressiveness of the smart contract
coding language [28]. After that, the smart contract code
is submitted to the blockchain during the publication phase
where participating nodes receive it as part of a transaction
block. Once the block gets confirmed by the majority of
nodes, the contract becomes ready for execution and thus is
deployed to platforms on top of a blockchain where all parties
can access it through this blockchain [9], [28].

It is worth mentioning that smart contract resides on the
immutable blockchain and thus cannot be modified after
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FIGURE 3. Smart contract life cycle.

being deployed and added to a block. Consequently, a new
smart contract has to be created [28].

2) THE FREEZING PHASE
After submitting a smart contract to the blockchain and after
the confirmation of this contract by the majority of nodes,
in exchange for this service, a fee has to be paid to miners.
This shall help to prevent flooding of the ecosystem with
smart contracts. During this phase, each transfer made to the
smart contract wallet address is frozen and the nodes take on
the governance role ensuring the predetermined conditions
for executing the smart contract are fulfilled [26].

3) THE EXECUTION PHASE
The inference engines of the smart contract environment,
such as compilers and interpreters, execute the functions of
the smart contract. The inputs for the execution are collected
from the oracles and involved parties. The smart contract

execution results in a set of new transactions as well as a new
state of the smart contract. [26].

4) THE COMPLETION PHASE
The results of the execution of the smart contract and
the updated contract state information get stored in the
blockchain after being validated using the consensus pro-
tocol. Meanwhile, the digital assets are transferred from
one party to another. Consequently, the digital assets of the
involved parties get unlocked. Hereby, the smart contract has
completed the whole life cycle [9].

It is important to note that during the deployment, execu-
tion, and completion phases of a smart contract, a sequence
of transactions is generated. Such a sequence corresponds to
a statement or function in the smart contract and is stored in
the blockchain. Thus, the above-described phases write data
to the blockchain [9].

The smart contract features related to writing data to the
blockchain that necessitate using oracles are immutability
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and deterministic. In more detail, smart contract immutability
ensures that its code and execution transactions are perma-
nently and unchangeably saved in the blockchain, while the
deterministic component of the smart contract implies that
its execution outcome remains the same for any node that
runs it [29]. Therefore, oracles are utilized to fulfill the deter-
ministic and immutability characteristics of the IoT devices’
interaction transactions. Once oracles are used, the result of
running any IoT operations smart contract is guaranteed to
remain the same for every executing node and correctly saved
in each node’s immutable database.

The above discussion clarifies that the main point of fail-
ure for smart contracts is the communication channel with
the real world, which is fulfilled by oracles [29]. The role
and characteristics of which will be outlined later on in this
research. Furthermore, although they are created by an agent
on a node, smart contracts are self-owned to the extent that
the contract creator has no exclusive right over them.

III. BLOCKCHAIN AND SMART CONTRACT ROLES IN
ADDRESSING IOT CHALLENGES
IoT systems cannot successfully reach their full potential
unless they are capable of handling the flow of massive
amounts of generated data streaming from connected devices
and sharing them in an efficient and trusted way. This means
that IoT systems should support a trusted sharing of trusted
information among trusted stakeholders which is crucial,
especially for large-scale IoT applications [3]. On the ground,
companies and entities involved in IoT systems usually lack
trusted relationships, which creates the following three major
challenges to the IoT systems [3]:

1) How to guarantee the credibility of the identities of the
entities in the IoT paradigm.

2) How to ensure that the authentic data collected by IoT
devices from the physical world can be inserted into the
information world of IoT in an objective and true man-
ner without being tampered with during transmission.

3) Specifically, how to maintain the credibility of entities’
identity, the authenticity of data and the reliability of
data transmission when a trusted third party fails to
provide the expected trusted services.

It is known that IoT systems depend mostly on a central
entity or a trusted third party for scheduling and decision-
making processes, which results in multiple challenges such
as [3]:
• The heavy and burdensome processes performed on cen-
tral servers may affect total IoT system efficiency;

• Central entities represent a single point of failure, which
jeopardizes the reliability of the IoT system;

• A central entity IoT system design adopts a central hier-
archy where higher levels in the hierarchy are more com-
prehensive and lower levels are more detail-oriented.
Such design is typically unattainable and costly in terms
of maintenance and modification.

Blockchain could be integrated with IoT with the aid of
smart contracts forming a combined and autonomous system

that inherits the blockchain feature of providing trust between
participants who do not fully trust each other. Additionally,
blockchain oracles have the capability to address the first
trust-related challenge and ensure the authenticity of IoT
collected data that is fed to the combined blockchain-IoT
integrated system. A comprehensive explanation of oracles
is demonstrated in the following section.

The second above-mentioned challenge is resolved by
using a smart contract due to its resilience to tampering and
ability to automatically handle a secured and trusted entities’
registration process. Additionally, smart contracts save ser-
vice costs and improve the efficiency of entities’ identifica-
tion processes while reducing manipulation risks [9]. An IoT
device in a combined IoT-blockchain system can operate a
smart contract by delivering a transaction to its address, for
instance, to pay for consumed IoT resources [27]. Addition-
ally, smart contracts control and record all IoT interactions
while offering a reliable and secured processing tool, which
results in trusted actions. It is important to note that any device
has the ability to call the functional code. This is true since
on a blockchain a smart contract consists of functional codes
and data with a specific address. Consequently, functions can
trigger events resulting in applications that can listen to events
and accordingly react to them [28]. As a result, smart con-
tracts can securely define and model the logic that supports
the underlying IoT applications [28]. Thus, connected IoT
devices would send their measurement data in the form of
transactions to the concerned smart contract [30], [31], [32].
Replacing third-party serviceswith the distributed blockchain
addresses the trust-related challenge and provides a robust
and decentralized combined IoT–blockchain system that does
not suffer from service failure issues.

Furthermore, the issues affecting the performance of IoT
systems due to their central server-oriented architecture are
totally addressed when integrated with blockchain. As pre-
viously explained, blockchain is a flat network without
hierarchy, unlike the central entity system. Therefore, it is
attainable with low maintenance and modification cost.
Nodes can join and leave the blockchain anytime without
affecting blockchain’s overall operations and with minimal
or almost no cost. This is in contrast to the case when IoT
network profits do not meet its expectations, the IoT system
cost seems too high [6]. While present IoT solutions are not
operating as efficiently as expected, the maintenance costs of
central cloud and large servers are considerably expensive.
Luckily, blockchain technology can reduce these high costs
through its decentralized structure and technical automating
feature [30].

Moreover, the IoT-blockchain system could be
reprogrammed easily by creating new smart contracts that
act similar to web servers as demonstrated in the above
smart contract section. Also, since blockchain and smart
contracts are cryptographically secured and immutable, IoT
networks can share data securely between stakeholders based
on embedded and previously agreed-on terms and condi-
tions to automate IoT devices services payment transactions,
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authenticate data sharing and verify the identification of
participating devices. This results in a healthier IoT net-
work because devices register and automatically validate
themselves, execute contracts, and reduce the threat of cyber-
attacks since there is no central system to be targeted by
attackers. It is known that IoT is mainly associated with
generating, gathering and analyzing data; however, less atten-
tion is being paid to automating the interactions between the
things in the IoT. Since smart contracts are executable codes
automating logic and actions, in the context of IoT, smart
contracts could establish the foundation for novel solutions
based on automated transactions triggered by sensors, actua-
tors, RFIDS or any other IoT devices [31].

Looking at the security of IoT, the centralized architec-
ture of existing networks makes them vulnerable to security
risks [32]. Unfortunately, the current topology and resources
constraints of conventional IoT systems render traditional
security methods and technologies not totally applicable [33].
However, the decentralized and encrypted characteristics of
blockchain are well-suited for establishing distributed and
secured environment for IoT systems. Blockchain trust fea-
ture along with smart contracts enhance the trust mechanisms
in IoT [6] and provide a safer and more dynamic solution
[34]. Utilizing blockchain with IoT will make peer-to-peer
data transactions between IoT devices more secure and pri-
vate [35] and shall enhance data dispersion, encryption, and
punctuality [36]. Furthermore, BaaS (blockchain as a ser-
vice) management system, provides on-demand traceability,
intelligent diagnostics and machine maintenance, product
certification, customer-to-machine and machine-to-machine
transactions, and asset registration while saving energy and
cost and preventing attacks [35].

IV. LITERATURE REVIEW
Integration of blockchain with IoT systems is addressed in
several papers in the literature. In what follows, we shed
light on available combined IoT-blockchain frameworks and
designs.

Starting with a three-layer blockchain-based architecture
proposed in [11] which consists of an IoT device layer,
a dew-blockchain layer, and a cloudlet-blockchain layer.
This architecture utilized Dew computing, which is a mod-
ern computing model that emerged after the broad success
of cloud computing. Blockchain usage usually comes in
three different types: a decentralized storage database, a dis-
tributed ledger, and a supporting distributed services provided
by smart contracts. Integrating blockchain with two out of
three layers, precisely the dew layer and the cloudlet layer
provides computation offloading, outsourced data storage,
and management of network traffic. Also, a blockchain-
enabled distributed framework consisting of edge, cloud and
software-defined networking (SDN) was suggested in [37].
A security attack detection was incorporated at the cloud
layer. Consequently, security attacks were decreased at the
edge layer of the IoT system. The SDN-enabled gateway
offered dynamic management of the network traffic flow. The

proposed framework in [37] aimed to shed the light on the
importance of integrating blockchain, edge cloud, and SDN
to accomplish the needed confidentiality of the data in the IoT
paradigm. Moreover, the work in [38] proposed a blockchain
and smart contracts based design and prototype for edge-IoT
framework called ‘‘EdgeChain’’. This work integrated a per-
missioned blockchain to connect the edge cloud resource pool
with each IoT device’s account. EdgeChain initiated its own
internal currency or coin and utilized a credit-based resource
management system to control the number of resources that
IoT devices can obtain from edge servers. In EdgeChain, the
edge servers perform themining process since they havemore
resources than the resource-constrained IoT devices.

A blockchain-based collective Q-learning (CQL) approach
was presented in [39] to tackle the challenges associated
with combining machine learning (ML) with public IoT solu-
tions. The research used lightweight IoT nodes to train parts
of learning layers. Also, the approach used blockchain to
share learning results in a verifiable and permanent manner.
The study enhanced the traditional Proof of Work (PoW)
consensus algorithm by regarding the learning process in
the IoT node. Furthermore, an edge computing enabled
mobile blockchain network was proposed in [40]. This sys-
tem enables IoT devices and/or mobile users to use resources
and computing services from an edge computing service
provider to facilitate the operation of blockchain applica-
tions. The network prototype utilizes a workstation with
Intel Xeon CPU E5-1630 as the edge computing server and
Android devices as the mobile nodes. Nodes such as mobile
or IoT devices run mining operations on the edge computing
server. The nodes install a mobile blockchain client appli-
cation capable of recording data using internal sensors such
as accelerometer and GPS. Also, the BlockIoTIntelligence
architecture proposed in [41] combines blockchain and arti-
ficial intelligence (AI) for IoT-based systems. This BlockI-
oTIntelligence architecture is divided into four intelligences:
namely, cloud intelligence, fog intelligence, edge intelligence
and device intelligence. The proposed BlockIoTIntelligence’
design aims at demonstrating how to integrate Blockchain
and AI to perform effective big data analysis while address-
ing security and centralization issues of IoT applications.
Additionally, the research in [42] proposed a middleware for
IoT applications, which facilitates the distribution of data
via a blockchain while ensuring data integrity. The presented
middleware supports data exchange via a second channel and
enables data distribution in almost real-time. However, data
integrity is not guaranteed during the on-chain data exchange.
The researchers implemented their design in a fog setting,
Ethereum blockchain and the Inter-Planetary File System
(IPFS). A lightweight framework called FogBus is proposed
in [43] with the objective of integrating IoT systems, Fog,
and Cloud infrastructure to benefit from edge and remote
resources. FogBus implements Blockchain to ensure the
integrity of confidential data. For this reason, FogBus stores
data in local repository nodes in a distributed manner rather
than sending them to a cloud or any centralized data storage.
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The architecture of FogBus consists of IoT devices, FogGate-
way Nodes (FGN), Fog Computational Nodes (FCN), and
Cloud data centers. Also, a decentralized fog nodes reputation
system combining blockchain and Ethereum smart contract is
proposed in [44]. The architecture aimed at establishing trust
between IoT devices and the fog nodes that are used for IoT
data storage, computation, and communication with the cloud
layer. The suggested decentralized integrated system solves
the problem of single-point failure of existing centralized
fog computing since it provides IoT client devices with the
means to choose the most suitable fog nodes. The system
includes the client IoT devices that evaluate the fog nodes, the
fog nodes to be evaluated, and the Ethereum smart contracts
governing the interaction between fog nodes and their client
IoT devices.

The authors in [45] proposed a fog level integration of IoT
with blockchain called DualFog-IoT. The fog level comput-
ing resources are virtually divided into Fog Cloud Cluster
(FCC), which FCC communicates with cloud as in avail-
able IoT architecture and Fog Mining Cluster (FMC), which
is dedicated for mining in blockchain-based applications.
The suggested DualFog-IoT operates on three configura-
tions describing the type of incoming request: Real-Time
(RT), Non-Real-Time (NRT), andDelay-Tolerant Blockchain
(DTB) applications. Also, the authors in [46] proposed a
distributed blockchain-based cloud architecture model with
fog computing and software-defined networking (SDN). The
model aimed at the efficient management of raw IoT data
streams at the edge of the network and the distributed
cloud. Their proposed model consists of three layers: the
IoT devices, the SDN controller network, which is based on
blockchain for fog nodes, and a distributed cloud based on
blockchain. Another work that integrated blockchain and the
cloud computing technologies forming a secure and efficient
smart home architecture is proposed in [47]. The architecture
in [47] benefits from the decentralized nature of blockchain
technology to serve the processing services and make the
transaction copy of the collected sensible user data from
the underlying smart home. Blockchain throughput was used
to evaluate the performance of the proposed system and
is also used to demonstrate that blockchain is an efficient
security solution for future IoT networks. The study in [48]
proposed a blockchain-based Industrial Internet of Things
(IIoT) architecture. This work aimed at utilizing blockchain
as a distributed ledger to keep records of all transactions
in the IIoT systems. The proposed architecture divided the
IIoT infrastructure into three layers: local IIoT networks,
blockchain overlay network, and cloud infrastructure. The
authors presented a novel blockchain storage structure that
stores blocks in a hierarchical way to address the storage
challenges in IIoT networks where most of the blockchain is
stored in the cloud to leverage its abundant storage capacity
while recent blocks are stored in the overlay network of
the individual IIoT systems. The work in [49] developed an
Efficient Lightweight integrated Blockchain (ELIB) model
to address IoT security. The authors in [49] deployed their

model in smart homes environment to test its applicability in
different IoT scenarios. The presented ELIB model generates
an overlay network where highly equipped resources can
merge with public blockchain. Three optimizations were car-
ried out in the proposed ELIB model, which are lightweight
consensus algorithm, certificateless (CC) cryptography, and
Distributed Throughput Management (DTM) scheme. The
authors in [50] proposed a three-tier architecture system
named IoTchain consisting of an authentication or certifica-
tion layer, a blockchain layer, and an application layer. The
integrated system aimed at providing identity authentication,
IoT devices access control, privacy protection, regional node
fault tolerance, DoS resilience, and storage integrity. The
certification layer includes a certification center and a detec-
tion center whereas the application layer has regional nodes
that perform mining and IoT devices management. IoTchain
adopted the Practical Byzantine Fault Tolerance algorithm
(PBFT) as a consensus algorithm.

An integrated IoT-blockchain architecture called Di-
ANFIS was proposed by the authors of [51]. The Di-ANFIS
architecture consists of six layers: the data layer, connec-
tion layer, blockchain layer, smart layer, ANFIS layer, and
application layer. The authors in [51] used smart contracts
to create an intelligent system for performance evaluation
to securely and immutably transfer and track information in
order to enhance the service supply chain management. The
research in [52] proposed a method to incorporate blockchain
with IoT devices to provide authentication by employing a
compatible cryptographic algorithm to the IoT data prior to
transmission. In the suggested structure, each IoT device is
connected to a Blockchain infrastructure that is linked to the
router and the cloud service through a secure interface, which
enables monitoring each of the generated requests. To tackle
the integrity of smart homes’ IoT in addition to confiden-
tiality and their centralization problems, the work in [53]
proposed the integration of deep reinforcement learning with
blockchain. In [53], the smart home architecture is based on a
combination ofmachine learning and blockchain that consists
of an IoT layer, an application layer, a blockchain layer,
and a machine learning-based access layer. Furthermore, the
work in [54] integrated a hyperledger fabric permissioned
blockchain with the deployed IoT system to secure edge
devices by using a local authentication process. The sug-
gested system also supports generated traceability of the IoT
data. The proposedmodel consists of base station (BS) nodes,
cluster head (CH) nodes (edge layer), and IoT devices as well
as off-chain storage servers to enhance the data storage of IoT
devices. Moreover, the study in [55] tackled the security risk
of healthcare IoT devices connected to a local area network
(LAN) or wide area network (WAN). The authors proposed
using blockchain in combination with fog computing (FC) to
extend the services of the cloud at network edges. The system
proposed in [55] consists of a three-tier FC architecture and
an advanced signature-based encryption (ASE) algorithm for
the verification of IoT devices in a healthcare application and
the authentication of patient health data (PHD).
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A new solution called blockchain-enabled edge of things
(BEoT) was suggested by [56] to support low-latency and
high security for IoT applications. the edge-of-things (EoT)
concept emerged from the integration of edge computing
and the Internet-of-Things (IoT). The proposed architecture
consists of a blockchain integrated with an EoT network
that consists of IoT devices and multi-access edge comput-
ing (MEC) servers. Another architecture called blockchain-
enabled IoT-BIM platform (BIBP) was developed by [57]
where the blockchain was integrated with an IoT and a
building information modeling (BIM) platform. The research
targeted off-site production management in modular con-
struction to tackle existing (BIM) problems. Also, the study
in [58] tackled some of the challenges facing IoT by
integrating two emerging artificial intelligence (AI) based
technologies namely, blockchain and SDN. The authors pro-
posed a new routing protocol applied to cluster IoT networks
using blockchain architecture for software-defined network
(SDN) controllers. The authors in [58] argued that their
study achieved efficient data analysis and energy manage-
ment for the proposed system by removing the proof of work
consensus algorithm. Moreover, a new energy-efficient data
aggregation mechanism (EEDAM) secured by blockchain
was presented in [59]. The study used IoT devices, edge
computing and a blockchain integrated with a cloud server.
The edge computing layer is validated by the blockchain
to support secured services for the IoT layer. A research
by [60] combined three important technologies namely
edge computing, blockchain, and AI to develop a secure,
robust platform to support AI-enabled IoT applications. The
architecture used edge and IoT devices without impacting
the power consumption of these devices. As a result, the
suggested system guarantees continuous AI prediction and
eliminates the signal point of failure which enhances the
decision-making process. Lastly, [61] proposed a practical
architecture that integrates IoT and blockchain to support big
data analytic services. The study used Federated Learning
(FL) and fuzzy hashing to provide privacy and security in
the system as well as train a proposed pharmaceutical-based
model locally and transmit the encrypted output to an AI
service situated at the edge layer. Table 1 summarizes the
work in the literature in terms of utilized technologies and
the features of the resulted integrated system.

Based on the above discussion, it is concluded that systems
integrating blockchain and IoT demonstrate better perfor-
mance compared to standard benchmark IoT systems with
no blockchain integration [62]. It is clear that the reviewed
articles did not only agree on the feasibility of the integration
but also presented a variety of designs to achieve it. While
some researchers concentrated on the general architectural
prospects needed for the integration; others focused on mit-
igating specific challenges. Additionally, other researchers
used integrated blockchain-IoT systems as a platform to
deploy certain applications. However, despite the proposed
design architecture for the combined IoT-blockchain system,
an oracle layer must be included to secure data feed from

IoT devices to the blockchain, especially if a smart contract
is utilized. In the following section, blockchain oracles are
explained to draw a complete picture of a comprehensive
IoT–blockchain integrated system.

V. RESEARCH METHODOLOGY
This research aims at demonstrating the whole picture of the
IoT – Blockchain integration process including all its aspects.
To achieve the goal of the study, a methodological approach
based on literature review and design and experiment is
adopted as per the following details.

1) First step: Literature review which includes surveying
the most relevant and appropriate studies related to
blockchain technology, integrating IoTwith blockchain
and blockchain oracles from reputable academic
journals, international conferences and professional
websites. The extracted information was analyzed and
evaluated. The deduced knowledge was used to fulfill
the following research objectives:
• Explain blockchain and the structure of smart con-
tracts, life cycle and characteristics to assess their
value to the IoT ecosystem.

• Identify the challenges facing the IoT paradigm
and the vital role of blockchain and smart contracts
in addressing them.

• Survey and summarize the main integrated
IoT-blockchain designs and architectures proposed
by researchers.

• Define the oracles concept, their key functions, the
blockchain oracles available in the industry as well
as the impact oracles have on the efficiency of the
IoT – blockchain integration process.

• Identify and select a use case that is of interest and
benefit to the body of knowledge.

• Explore the available blockchains tools and prac-
tical techniques that are useful for developing,
implementing and testing an illustrative use case
such as IDEs, smart contract coding languages and
security analysis software.

2) Second step: Design and experiment step, which
includes designing an illustrative use case that utilizes
IoT, blockchain and the appropriate type of oracle
based on the knowledge extracted from the conducted
literature review. It also includes developing a smart
contract to implement the use case using the informa-
tion found in the literature as well as a suitable IDE that
supports the compiling and debugging operations. The
steps of developing a smart contract include creating
the message sequencing based on the logic of the use
case and then coding it. Lastly, this step includes testing
the smart contract in terms of functionality, security and
vulnerability. Step 2 fulfills the following objective:
• Provide a better view of the IoT-blockchain inte-
gration process by illustrating a useful and bene-
ficial use case that covers all the IoT-blockchain
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TABLE 1. Researches in terms of technologies and system features.
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TABLE 1. (Continued.) Researches in terms of technologies and system features.

integration processes from architectural design to
coding and testing a smart contract.

Following the above methodological approach produced
the work found in the rest of the sections in this article.

VI. ORACLES
A blockchain is a closed environment in the information
world that cannot ensure the objectivity and trustworthiness

of data collected from the physical world and inserted into
a blockchain’s smart contract [63]. As previously demon-
strated, smart contracts act on data that is available on the
blockchain only and cannot operate on data existing outside
the blockchain. Additionally, from looking at smart contract’s
life cycle, the execution phase should be deterministic for its
outcome results to be publicly verified by the majority of
nodes in a blockchain [64]. In other words, smart contracts
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are independently executed by every node in the blockchain
during which external data other than transaction data is
repeatedly and separately retrieved by each node. Since the
external data source is outside the blockchain, there is no
guarantee that every node will receive the same piece of infor-
mation, which might get changed or altered between requests
from different nodes or might be temporarily unavailable
[65]. This might lead to a situation where some nodes could
detect information as if it is coming from an ‘‘untrusted’’
source. Consequently, and as blockchain structure is built
around reaching consensus among nodes, this consensus gets
broken and the entire blockchain is terminated. The solution
is that the insertions from the real world should come from a
reliable, unquestionable, and indisputable source where every
node will have an identical copy of the data, which could be
used reliably to perform trustworthy smart contract computa-
tion. This kind of information source is what is known as ‘‘an
oracle’’ [10].

The need for oracles to support and complement smart con-
tracts was identified shortly after blockchain technology was
introduced [64]. In blockchain, an oracle is ‘‘an external data
agent that observes the real-world events and reports them
back to the blockchain to be used by smart contracts’’ [66].

Blockchain oracle is not the data source itself, but rather
the layer that queries, verifies, and authenticates external data
sources and then relays that information. They are considered
as an interface that delivers the data from an external source
to the blockchain. To elucidate the oracle concept, smart
contracts cannot pull data from IoT devices such as tempera-
ture, pressure or any other type of sensors, probes, barcode
readers and RFIDs. For blockchain and smart contracts to
be applicable to IoT, an oracle is used to validate the data
obtained from the physical world and injected into a smart
contract residing on a blockchain. Therefore, building an inte-
grated IoT-blockchain system requires ensuring that the data
collected by IoT devices are authentic and not tampered with
bearing in mind that once data is inserted in the immutable
blockchain, it cannot be corrected or modified [3]. In more
general scenarios, oracles are also used as a gateway from
the external world to smart contracts dealing with a decentral-
ized mechanism involving weather, stock prices, or political
events.

To draw a full picture of an IoT-blockchain combined sys-
tem, an oracle connects and communicates with the applica-
tion layer in a blockchain as shown in Fig. 4. This blockchain
in turn could be integrated with one or more dew, fog, edge,
and cloudlet or cloud layer depending on the design architec-
ture. To call data from the external source, the smart contract
has to be invoked where a transaction fee measured in a
special unit used in blockchain called Gas has to be paid.

A. THE ORACLE PROBLEM
The oracle problem is the risk of oracles being compromised
and feeding the blockchain with falsified and tampered data.
In blockchain, the oracle problem is defined as ‘‘the security,
authenticity, and trust conflict between third-party oracles

FIGURE 4. Oracle position in a comprehensive IoT-blockchain system.

and the trustless execution of smart contracts’’ [67]. Any
node joining a blockchain has access to its blocks and their
contents, this means that malicious acts are difficult to con-
trol. Therefore, it is necessary to ensure that no malicious
operations can be successfully completed [3]. The risk of
corruption, malicious operation, and falsified information
increases in the case of using a centralized oracle as a sin-
gle source data input, which revokes the decentralization
fundamental of blockchain and increases the probability of
the oracle problem [66]. The oracle problem does not only
undermine the feasibility of a project but presents a severe
threat to investors, consumers, and academics, as well [10].
From a game-theoretical perspective, the higher the value of
the smart contract, the higher the incentive for the system to
be compromised [68].

B. HOW ORACLES WORK
The external data provider such as an IoT device or a sensor is
mapped to the blockchain in the form of oracle contracts [66].
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This means that an oracle needs to deploy an oracle smart
contract and include it in the user smart contract to activate the
data access service using APIs. The external data collected by
oracles can trigger actions in the blockchain. Oracles gather
data from IoT devices and feed it to the blockchain, which
ensures data safety using the security hardware. Also, each
time the data is provided by an oracle to a blockchain, a certi-
fication document is generated, which can be verified by any
third entity that needs to confirm the validity of the results.
The evidence used for verification is resistant to imitation or
modification by malicious nodes [3].

C. TYPES OF ORACLES
Oracles can be categorized based on: data source, number of
nodes, design patterns or interaction model [66] as discussed
in what follows.

1) Oracles can get data from different sources based on
which oracles are classified into:
• Software or deterministic oracles are those with
the ability to interact with data sources on the
Internet and inject the obtained information into
the blockchain smart contract. The data sources
could be databases, servers and websites. Due to
their connection to the Internet, software oracles
enable real-time data transfer to the blockchain,
which makes this type of oracles very common.
Online data provided by software oracles varies
from stock rates, metal prices, digital asset prices,
to real-time flight information, or any other infor-
mation available online [65].

• Hardware oracles are those that collect data about
the physical world directly using IoT devices such
as scanners, RFID, barcode/QR scanners, robot,
and different types of sensors and transfer it to
the smart contract. A hardware oracle translates
real-world events into digital data that could be
interpreted by smart contracts [65].

• Human oracles are those depending on input from
individuals with specialized knowledge or skills
to provide data to blockchain networks. Experts
serving as oracles can provide, verify and authen-
ticate data from various sources and supply that
information to smart contracts. Human oracles use
cryptography to verify their identity, which makes
the possibility of fraud very low.

2) The number of nodes used by oracles to get data to a
smart contract divides the trust model used by oracles
into:
• A centralized model, which is controlled by a sin-
gle entity making it the sole data provider and a
single point of failure, as well. This model where
data trustworthiness depends on the entity control-
ling the oracle is considered the riskier.

• A decentralized model addresses the problem
of single point of failure system but results in
higher latency and relatively less efficiency in

data processing especially when compared with
the centralized model. Decentralized oracles share
the same features as public blockchains, which
increase the reliability of data transferred to smart
contracts. Decentralized oracles or consensus ora-
cles do not depend on a single source for truth
but rather collect information from multiple ora-
cles to ensure data validity. Many blockchain
projects provide decentralized oracle services to
other blockchains in different applications such as
markets prediction [65].

3) The oracles design pattern may have the following
three forms:

• A request-response design pattern, which is uti-
lized for huge data space that cannot be stored in
a smart contract and participants are expected to
use a limited part of the complete dataset at a time.
This design pattern is implemented in systems con-
sisting of an on-chain smart contract part, which
initiates the request for the oracle and an off-chain
infrastructure used to monitor requests and retrieve
data.

• A publish-subscribe design pattern, which is uti-
lized for an oracle that provides a changing data
broadcast service such as commodity prices and
temperature readings. When the oracle is updated
with new data, it indicates the availability of new
information for users.

• An immediate-read design pattern, which is uti-
lized for oracles that provide data required for
immediate decisions such as academic certificates
or dial codes. This type of oracle stores data once
in its contract storage and make it available for any
other smart contract or blockchain-enabled appli-
cations using a request call to the oracle contract.

4) Oracles can have different interactions with external
data sources. They either feed data to the blockchain or
deliver data from the blockchain. The following further
explains the two types of oracles based on external data
sources interaction:

• Inbound oracles feed data captured from the exter-
nal world into the blockchain such as asset price,
which can be purchased automatically when it
reaches a certain level.

• Outbound oracles allow smart contracts to deliver
data to the external world such as a smart lock that
unlocks automatically when a payment is received
its address on the blockchain.

• An inbound oracle example is the one provid-
ing sensor reading to a smart contract while an
outbound oracle is the one sending information
initiated by a smart contract to a mechanism
that unlocks a smart lock [65]. Finally, a sin-
gle oracle can fall into multiple categories. For
instance, an oracle that provides data from an
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organization’s website is a centralized inbound
software oracle [65].

D. AVAILABLE ORACLES
Due to the challenges facing smart contracts interacting with
the outside world and considering the necessity for trust-
worthy oracles to support blockchain applications expan-
sion, multiple oracle proposals with different designs and
performance levels emerged in addition to several platforms
and industrial models. The following are the main software
oracles found in the industry:
• Astraea is a general-purpose decentralized blockchain
oracle that enables a voting-based game and supports
external data feeds from multiple oracles to determine
the truth or falsehood of reported data presented as
Boolean propositions. Users of Astraea can possibly
take over one or more of the following three roles: sub-
mitters, voters, and certifiers. Submitters are the clients
who want to learn the outcome of Boolean propositions.
Thus, they provide the propositions to the system and
pay fees. On the other hand, voters play a low-risk/low-
reward game to vote on the truth or falsehood of the
randomly selected propositions. Finally, certifiers play
a high-risk/high-reward game to certify the propositions
of their choice. Users are rewarded when their vote or
certification matches the majority outcome and might be
penalized otherwise [64], [69].

• Augur is an oracle platform for prediction markets.
It transfers data from the real world to the blockchain
in a decentralized way without a need for a trusted inter-
mediary. Platform users specify the outcomes of Augur’s
prediction markets who hold Augur’s native reputation
token. Users stake their tokens on the actual observed
outcome and, in return, receive settlement fees from the
markets. The incentive structure on Augur is designed
to guarantee that honest, accurate reporting of outcomes
is always the most profitable option for reputation token
holders [70].

• Town Crier is a data authentication oracle in the form
of a bridge between smart contracts and existing trusted
websites data sources. It combines a blockchain front
end with a trusted hardware back end. Town Crier sup-
ports confidentiality and enables private data requests
with encrypted parameters. Town Crier is implemented
on Intel’s Software Guard Extensions (SGX) as a trusted
code on Town Crier server. This trusted hardware capa-
bility of SGX supports multiple feeds data collec-
tion, aggregates data securely, and compiles authenticity
proofs before returning data to blockchain smart
contracts [71].

• Witnet is a decentralized oracle network (DON) run-
ning on a blockchain with a native protocol token
(called Wit). It links smart contracts to the real world
and enables retrieving data with verifiable integrity
proof without the need to trust any third party. Miners
are called witnesses and are rewarded for retrieving,

attesting and delivering web content for clients based on
their reputation. The Witnet protocol creates a powerful
incentive for witnesses to act honestly andmaintain their
reputations. Whereas, clients spend Wit as incentives
to witnesses for their Retrieve-Attest-Deliver (RAD)
work [72].

• Provable (previously known as Oraclize): is a leading
oracle service provider for blockchain applications and
smart contracts compatible with major public and pri-
vate blockchain platforms such as Ethereum, Rootstock,
R3, Corda, Eos, and Hyperledger Fabric. It provides
a solution that ensures that data fetched from external
sources such as Web APIs is untampered by attach-
ing authenticity proof with the returned data. Provable
uses a variety of authenticity-proof technologies such
as Trusted Execution Environments (TEE) and auditable
virtual machines. In addition to solving the oracle prob-
lem, data providers do not need to change their services
to be compatible with blockchain protocols [73].

• ChainLink is a decentralized oracles system that enables
trustworthy data feeds and connectivity between smart
contracts and external data sources. ChainLink has a
high-level design that distributes trust models at two
layers between Blockchain (on-chain) and ChainLink
Nodes (off-chain). It is based on reputation to reproduce
the consensus mechanism of a blockchain. ChainLink
considers the majority of oracles with the same data
and the reputational level of each oracle to decide on
inserting data into a blockchain. The data confirmed
by the majority of the oracle is uploaded on the chain.
This trust model ensures that ChainLink components
maintain integrity, confidentiality, and authenticity of
data for smart contracts while selecting external oracles,
during data reporting sessions between smart contracts
and ChainLink Nodes, and aggregating reported query
results from multiple data feeds [74].

• Aeternity an open-source highly scalable public
blockchain platform with smart contract language called
Sophia, and cryptocurrency, named Aeternity token.
It adopts two consensus algorithms: Proof-of-Work and
Proof-of-Stake. Aeternity used one consensus algorithm
to agree on system state while the other to agree on the
external world data state. Aeternity implements inte-
grated oracles to retrieve real-world data from various
providers. Aeternity oracle operators register with its
blockchain and receive and answer questions posed
to an oracle by the smart contracts after paying some
fees. Aeternity blockchain supports high security using
type-safe virtual machines called Fast Aeternity Trans-
actions Engine (FATE) [75].

Table 2 demonstrates the differences between the above-
explained oracles.

Based on the above discussion on the main software ora-
cles operating in blockchain networks, it is clear that only
a limited number of platforms exist in the industry. This
offers potential opportunities for new startups, therefore, the
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TABLE 2. Summary of available oracles in the industry market.

above-provided survey shall be of great help for such future
ideas.

Looking at hardware oracles, as some applications require
obtaining data readings from the physical world where IoT
devices should be used, a different type of oracle is required
for those cases. The difficulty in these applications is to
find a secure and authenticated way of obtaining the data
from IoT devices and transferring them to the smart contract
blockchain. This is the role of hardware oracles, which are
able to secure an authenticated data readings from sensors,
meters, RFIDs by providing cryptographically attested anti-
tampering reading data. A hardware oracle authenticates the
origin and value of the reading data using attestation and
identification private key for each IoT device to sign the out-
going readings. Decentralized applications for the industrial,
supply chain and shared economy applications would not
exist without reliable Hardware Oracles. Therefore, a massive
deployment of these hardware oracle devices is predicted in
the future. One of the leading technology enabling organi-
zations for industrial and enterprise blockchain use cases is
‘‘Ledger’’, which provides hardware oracle and blockchain
computer solutions.

Although there are considerable studies conducted on
blockchain and its applications, they seldom discuss oracles.
By carrying out a systematic literature review on blockchain
oracles, we figured out that out of 142 journal papers
discussing blockchain real-world applications, only 15% con-
sidered the role of oracles, and less than 10% underlined
the oracle problem [76]. Obviously, the research on trusted
oracles is in its infant stages [66]. Although real-world
blockchain applications strongly rely on oracles, the roles and
implementations of oracles are mostly overlooked in the lit-
erature. Overlooking the oracle problemmay lead blockchain
researchers, developers and users to attain unrealistic inquiry
methods due to misconceptions [76]. However, only a few
articles addressing the oracle problem in blockchain were
found in the literature. For instance, the work in [3] proposed
SLTA, which is a secure and lightweight triple-trusting archi-
tecture. It includes an oracle-based data collecting mecha-
nism that guarantees that the data collected from edge devices
of IoT cannot be modified using a transport layer security
(TLS) certification technology. The suggested architecture

also ensures the credibility of the users’ identities without a
trusted third party. The in [77] is another research to integrate
Hyperledger blockchain with an existing industrial strength
secure element for cryptographic software protection (Wibu
CmDongle / the ‘‘dongle’’) that acts as a hardware-based ora-
cle. The dongle enforces cryptographic access control to the
function level of an application through a local daemon. Also,
the study in [78] established an oracle reputation system using
smart contracts. The proposed system is aimed at providing a
decentralized, scalable, and secure management solution for
accessing IoT data.

The above presentation of the main available oracles in
the industry and literature provides a clear view for system
designers to use what best fits in-hand use cases. However,
in the following section, we demonstrate a useful use case
to enhance the understanding of how oracles work and the
different ways of implementation.

VII. CARBON SENSING AND MEASUREMENT: A USE CASE
In order to draw a full picture of combining IoT with
blockchain utilizing oracles, a practical use case is presented
in this section. Carbon sensing and measuring use case was
chosen because it is a suitable illustrative example of trans-
ferring data from the physical world through IoT devices
and injecting it into a blockchain’s smart contract to per-
form logical functions that have sensitive implications and
consequences. This use case demonstrates the importance
of oracles in ensuring the authenticity, trustworthiness, and
effectiveness of the overall system performance.

A. CARBON PRICING
Carbon pricing is an approach that applies cost or price on
carbon pollution as a means to reduce the amount of carbon
dioxide emissions released to the atmosphere and pollute
the environment. It aims at encouraging polluting entities to
invest in green processes via passing the cost of emitting
on to emitters. Carbon pricing is applied using two forms:
carbon taxes or emissions trading [79]. For both strategies,
CO2 emitting organizations and manufacturers are obliged to
report their emissions to administrations and authorities [80].
The reporting process is carried out by companies using their
own methods without automated monitoring of the amount
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of released CO2. So far, there has not been any specific and
clear sensing and measuring method for CO2.
Problem Statement: To date, a trusted sensing and mea-

suring system for the released CO2 by emitting entities is not
yet established. Emitters report their emissions independently
and without any automated authentication follow-up system
or administrative monitoring of the capturing process of the
amounts of released CO2. There is an immense need for CO2
sensing and measuring platform to provide authenticated and
trusted CO2 readings that will be used in determining either
carbon taxes or trading allowances for emitting parties as part
of the carbon pricing approach aiming at reducing air pollu-
tion, mitigating climate change and saving the environment.

B. PROPOSED BLOCKCHAIN SYSTEM OVERVIEW AND
DESIGN
In this section, an Ethereum blockchain solution that utilizes
the key features of blockchain technology and Ethereum
smart contract is presented. We propose using CO2 meters
mounted on required positions in emitting party’s facilities
such as manufacturing plants and premises to measure the
quantity of released CO2 emissions into the atmosphere. The
CO2 meter is an IoT device that is connected to a blockchain
that supports a smart contract. Ethereum blockchain is sug-
gested due to its robustness as the biggest smart contract sup-
porting blockchain available in the market today. Ethereum
uses a virtual machine known as EVM to execute smart con-
tracts written in the Ethereum language ‘‘solidity’’. The EVM
defines the rules that govern the change in the Ethereum state
machine which is a large data structure holding Ethereum
accounts and balances. Computing a new state machine from
one block to another is controlled by the EVM since it defines
the rules that validate the computation process. The EVM
is considered a single virtual entity maintained by a huge
number of connected computers acting as nodes running
Ethereum clients [81]. Also, Ethereum uses the Keccak-256
cryptographic hashing technique for encryption and the Proof
of Work (POW) mechanism to reach consensus. However,
a highly anticipated transition from the Proof ofWork (POW)
consensus mechanism to Proof of Stake (POS) was proposed
and has been delayed for some time but it is expected to take
place by the end of the second quarter of 2022 [82].

Ethereum smart contract is used to create a decentralized,
secured, and authenticated CO2 measuring system that pro-
vides trust in CO2 reading data, and uses immutable logs and
events to save and declare system information. Using a smart
contract facilitates the automation of the process and assists
in saving the history of all transactions without alterations
due to its traceability feature. Choosing Ethereum blockchain
for this use case is because it is a promising technology that
possesses a lot of featuresmaking it an ideal tracking platform
and a perfect candidate for integrating with IoT devices to
form a powerful traceable authenticated and trusted sensing
and measuring solution. Also, since Ethereum smart contract
made blockchain programmable, it supports the execution of

code on top of blockchain, making the technology even more
powerful.

Since the proposed solution is an integrated system com-
bining a real-world IoT sensing device (CO2 meter) outside
the blockchain with smart contract residing on Ethereum
blockchain, It requires an oracle to feed the sensing data
to the smart contract. As previously explained, blockchain
oracles are third-party services that provide smart contracts
with external information.

The system setup depends on the details of the implementa-
tion, which should be tailored for the premises of the emitting
organization. The IoT–Blockchain integration architectures
demonstrated in section IV provide proper design directions
for the required system of the CO2 measuring use case and
indeed any other use case in general. Based on the emitting
premises, the system design could use any combination of
dew, edge, fog, cloud computing from the surveyed studies
to integrate blockchain with CO2 sensing and measuring
IoT devices. As per the type of oracle to be utilized in this
use case, adequate guidance is presented in the ‘‘Available
Oracles’’ subsection to select the oracle that fulfills the CO2
measuring system needs, based on which two system design
suggestions are provided.

C. SOFTWARE ORACLE-BASED DESIGN
In the first system design, a smart contract running on an
Ethereum node requests the readings of CO2 from a CO2
meter by emitting a solidity event. The CO2 meter stores the
reading data on an off-chain database. An oracle listens to the
events emitted from the smart contract and queries the off-
chain database for the data. Once the response to the query
is obtained, the requested data readings are transferred to the
smart contract where the request is fulfilled. It is important to
note that smart contracts cannot communicate directly with
any platform, program or script outside the blockchain. Since
the oracle is an off-chain service provider that resides outside
the Ethereum blockchain, an API is required to provide an
interface. Ethereum solidity uses two libraries for this pur-
pose, namely ‘‘web3.js’’ and ‘‘ethers.js’’. The oracle type
used in this design is an inbound software request-response
oracle such as the service provided by provable oracle
company.

The interaction and message sequence between the exter-
nal IoT sensor and the blockchain smart contract is as
follows:

1) An externally owned account (EOA) or a different con-
tract account calls a function on themain smart contract
(to be explained later) to initiate a request for reading
the CO2 meter data.

2) The requested function is tied to an event. This event
gets emitted during the execution of the requested
function.

3) The software oracle, which is listening online for this
particular event at the smart contract address, is notified
through a library (such as web3.js) and starts process-
ing the request for CO2 data.
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FIGURE 5. The process sequence for CO2 measuring smart contract utilizing software oracle.

4) Once request processing is done, the oracle fulfills
the data request of the calling smart contract through
the library by running a method on the smart contract
address. At this step, another event is emitted to notify
the caller of the fulfilled request.

Fig. 5 further clarifies the whole process steps for the first
suggested design.

D. HARDWARE ORACLE-BASED DESIGN
As per the second system design, a smart contract running on
an Ethereum node requests the readings of CO2 from a CO2
meter by emitting a solidity event. The CO2 meter is a Crypto-
graphically attestable anti-tampering IoT device that securely
reports the CO2 readings. The cryptographic attestation of the
meter reading aims at authenticating the origin of the CO2
measures by signing outgoing computations using a private
key in combination with a nonce to avoid digital signature
repetition. This IoT device with secure reading represents a
hardware Oracle, which is a gateway from the physical world
to the blockchain ecosystem. An event listener listens to the
events emitted from the smart contract through the library

and a fetching script fetches the reading data. The requested
data reading is then transferred to the smart contract where
the request is fulfilled. The oracle type used in this design is
an inbound hardware request-response oracle. The interaction
and message sequence is as follows:

1) An externally owned account (EOA) or a different
contract account makes a call to a function on the
main smart contract (to be explained later) to initiate
a request for reading the CO2 meter data.

2) The called function is tied to an event. This event gets
emitted during the execution of the requested function.

3) An event listener is notified through the library (such
as web3.js). This event listener is an event that lis-
tens online for a particular event at the smart contract
address.

4) A fetching script (e.g. written in python) is then notified
about the smart contract emitted event. This is done
by the event listener. The fetching script fetches the
encrypted sensor data from the CO2 meter hardware
oracle and writes it on the blockchain by calling a smart
contract function.
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FIGURE 6. The process sequence for CO2 measuring smart contract utilizing hardware oracle.

5) Once the encrypted sensor data is obtained, the fetching
script completes the data request of the calling smart
contract through the library by running a method on the
smart contract address. At this step, a different event is
emitted to notify the caller of the fulfilled request.

Fig. 6 further clarifies the process steps for the second
suggested design.

E. SMART CONTRACT IMPLEMENTATION
For any selected design architecture, a smart contract is
required to set and store trusted and authenticated CO2
readings. However, implementing and executing smart con-
tracts on blockchain is associated with certain costs or fees,
therefore, blockchain developers use a testing environment
to code, debug, compile, run and test their smart contract.
One of the best testing environments is the browser-based
compiler and IDE ‘‘Remix’’ which was used to develop our

CO2 measuring smart contract. Remix IDE rich features pro-
vide the required tools for testing and debugging [83] which
makes modifying and correcting the code easier and the pro-
gramming process more convenient. The language used for
creating the smart contract is Ethereum Solidity. The process
of developing and implementing our smart contract included
determining the logic for the use case as demonstrated in
Algorithm 1, based on which a message sequencing for the
smart contract was created as shown in Fig. 7.

The next step was to write the code in Solidity using
Remix. After which, an iterative process of debugging and
modifying the smart contract code is conducted till reaching
the ideal final version of the smart contract that supports the
required functions. In this final version of the smart con-
tract, the creator is the administrating authority that monitors
and supervises the carbon pricing scheme covering a certain
region or country. The administrator has a unique Ethereum
Address (EA) and interfaces with the smart contract either
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FIGURE 7. Message sequencing of the developed CO2 measurement smart contract.
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Algorithm 1 Carbon Emissions Measurement
Input: Administrator EA, CO2 emissions threshold,

CO2 readings count
1 Emit an event requesting CO2 reading.
2 Event captured by event listener.
3 Get CO2 reading obtained by IoT sensor from an oracle.
4 Increase CO2 readings count.
5 If CO2 reading >= threshold
6 Emit warning event ‘‘Co2 emissions exceed limits’’.
7 Else
8 Emit warning event ‘‘Co2 emissions within limits’’.
9 InsertCO2 reading & block time stamp to ‘‘allMeterData’’
Map list.
10 Emit CO2 value event‘‘reading & block time stamp’’.

FIGURE 8. CO2 measuring smart contract constructor and modifier.

FIGURE 9. CO2 measuring smart contract function.

directly as an externally owned account (EOA) or through
another triggering smart contract. Anyways, the administrator
sets the threshold of carbon emissions during the deployment
stage of the smart contract using a constructor. Also, a mod-
ifier is added to the smart contract code to limit the function
call to the administrator as shown in Fig. 8.

The main two functions in the smart contract shown in
Fig. 9 are ‘‘requestCo2Reading’’ and ‘‘getCo2Reading’’.
‘‘requestCo2Reading’’ function is restricted by ‘‘onlyAd-
min’’ modifier. This function emits an event named

‘‘co2Request’’ stating ‘‘request for Co2 reading sent’’ which
will be picked up by an event listener through the library.

The other function ‘‘getCo2Reading’’ is fulfilled by the
oracle which obtains the CO2 reading data. This function
stores the reading value and time, compare the reading to
the threshold, emit warning events about the status of CO2
emissions compared to the threshold, and store the reading
data in ‘‘allMeterData’’ map list.

F. SMART CONTRACT TESTING
To test the smart contract. The code was compiled and an
Ethereum address (EA) was chosen for the Admin which is:
‘‘0× 5.38Da6a701c568545dCfcB03FcB875f56beddC4’’.
The smart contract was successfully deployed by the

Admin using its (EA) where the administrator specified the
threshold input parameter through the constructor. In science
and industry, CO2 is measured in parts-per-million (ppm).
For testing purposes, the threshold was set to 400 ppm.
The transaction log shown in Fig.10 demonstrates the suc-
cessful deployment of the smart contract. Also, the function
‘‘requestCo2Reading’’ was executed and the smart contract
successfully emitted the event ‘‘request for co2 reading sent’’
as shown in Fig. 11.

To implement the first test case, the CO2 meter reading
was set to 300 ppm which is above the 400ppm threshold by
calling the function ‘‘getCo2Reading’’. The smart contract
was executed and the reading value and time were saved in
the ‘‘allMeterData’’ map and the transaction was successfully
mined into a block as shown in the execution transactions
shown in Fig. 12.

To implement the second test case, the CO2 reading was
set to 500 pmm which is above the 400ppm threshold by
calling the function ‘‘getCo2Reading’’. The smart contract
was executed and the reading value and time were saved in
the ‘‘allMeterData’’ map and the transaction was successfully
mined into a block in the blockchain as shown in the deploy-
ment and execution transactions shown in Fig. 13.

The transactions log demonstrated that the smart contract
emitted the correct events. As for the first test case, the
emitted event stated that ‘‘CO2 emissions within limits’’.
Whereas for the second test case, the emitted event stated that
‘‘CO2 emissions exceeding limits’’ as shown in Fig. 14 and
Fig. 15 respectively.

As seen from the above implementation, the smart con-
tract was deployed and functions were successfully exe-
cuted to request and obtain the CO2 meter’s data. All the
gathered readings are stored immutably in the tamper-proof
blockchain. This demonstration benefits in understanding
how the whole picture of IoT, blockchain and oracle fits and
operates together which is clearly a valuable illustration for
real-world applications that systems designers can benefit
from.

G. ANALYSIS AND DISCUSSION
In this section, a discussion is provided for the proposed
carbon measurement use case to demonstrate the developed
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FIGURE 10. Successful deployment of the smart contract.

smart contract’s robustness and practicality. From the imple-
mentation subsection, it was proved that our smart contract
code for carbon measurement successfully executed all logi-
cal functions where all transactions were securely and trans-
parently saved in the Ethereum blockchain and the correct
events were emitted. However, to further investigate the per-
formance of the smart contract, a security, vulnerability and
cost analysis are conducted.

Security-wise, the performed analysis demonstrated that
the considered carbon measurement use case leverages the
blockchain’s characteristics to fulfill the following security
aspects:
• Availability: the fact that the smart contract is stored on
the Ethereum blockchain makes its resulting execution
transactions and logs available at all times. This is due to
the distributed structure of Ethereum which guarantees
its operability at all times and prevents the occurrence of
the single point of failure problem.

• Authorization: the smart contract of the investigated use
case designates each function to its caller using modi-
fiers. These Ethereum modifiers are immutably saved in
the blockchain ledger since they are part of the smart
contract code. This ensures that the functions designa-
tion process is secured and tamper-proof.

• Accountability: is achieved by time-stamping all trans-
actions and immutably saving them in the ledger. There-
fore, emitters releasing CO2 emissions will be easily
held accountable for their excess emissions.

• Confidentiality: is maintained when emission data is not
disclosed to unauthorized entities or processes. Confi-
dentiality is preserved for emitters since the measure-
ment smart contract for each entity could be accessed
only by the administrator in addition to the emitter itself.

• Integrity: is fulfilled when CO2 emissions readings
get saved immutably without any chance of alter-
ation. This is due to the cryptographic structure of
the Ethereum blockchain where valid transactions con-
taining CO2 emissions data are encrypted then stored
on-chain.

• Resistance to cyber attacks: Ethereum blockchain is
characterized by its ability to resist known threats
and cyber attacks such as distributed denial of ser-
vice (DDoS) and Man-in-The-Middle (MITM) attacks.
The DDoS is a vicious attack that gets initiated by
malicious nodes where the attacker floods the network
with fake traffic. Ethereum blockchain decentralized
structure facilitates defeating this attack by filtering
transactions or specifying a bandwidth to absorb the
attack [56]. As per the MITM attack where a malicious
party interferes with the communication between two
authentic parties, blockchain resists this attack through
cryptography. It is known that all transactions must be
cryptographically signed by the sender’s private key
after which they get encapsulated in a block that gets
chained with the previous and lateral blocks. Conse-
quently, interfering between transactions’ sender and
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FIGURE 11. Successful execution of the function (requestCo2Reading) and invocation of associated event.

FIGURE 12. First test case smart contract deployment and execution
transactions.

receiver is not possible especially since private keys
cannot be forged.

Additionally, a smart contract security and vulnerability
analysis was conducted as it is very important to guarantee

FIGURE 13. Second test case smart contract deployment and execution
transactions.

that the smart contract does not suffer from any vulnerabilities
or bugs that could result from any programming inefficien-
cies. It is crucial to perform a security and vulnerability check
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FIGURE 14. First test case smart contract transactions log.

on the Ethereum smart contract before deploying it because
once a smart contract is launched it cannot be erased or
altered. This is due to the immutable structure of blockchain.
The current practices for developing any smart contract imply
running a vulnerabilities analysis before deploying it on the
main net to ensure reliability and trust in the decentralized
application. Although the Remix IDE utilized to develop our
carbon measuring smart contract has the capability to detect
run time and syntax errors in the solidity code, professional
security tools support a higher level of analysis. Multiple
smart contracts security and vulnerability analysis tools exist
in the market, however, Oyente is the software tool that was
chosen to analyze our smart contract.

Oyente runs on Linux operating system and checks the
solidity smart contract code for security vulnerabilities such
as:

1) Integer underflow: when the attacker subtracts a posi-
tive integer from zero resulting in a big value [84].

2) Integer overflow: when the attacker adds a positive
integer to the maximum value resulting in zero [84].

3) Callstack depth attack vulnerability: when external call
fails because it exceeds the limit of numbers of calls to
a contract method allowed by the call stack [85].

4) Transaction ordering dependence: when the order of
transactions becomes inconsistent with the time of their
invocations [85].

5) Timestamp dependency: when miners control the time
of certain transactions to manipulate their execution
output [84].

6) Re-entrancy vulnerabilities: when a function call
occurs Recursively from a fallback function [84].

7) Parity multi-signature bug: when public functions can
be called by anyone because the access modifier is not
used correctly [84].

The result of analyzing our smart contract using Oyente
is shown in Fig. 16 where the generated security report
demonstrates that all the above-mentioned vulnerabilities do
not exist and are given ‘‘False’’ output. This proves that our
developed smart contract is secure, bug-free and does not
suffer from any vulnerabilities.

Furthermore, a cost analysis was conducted for the smart
contract of the considered use case. As known, deploying
and executing smart contracts involves miners who consume
resources to encapsulate transactions into blocks. Therefore,
certain fees are associated with the deployment of the smart
contract as well with each time a function is executed [86].
The unit of cost for smart contracts is called ‘‘Gas’’ and it is
used to measure and pay miners for their mining process [87].
Therefore, it is important to consider Gas fees when develop-
ers write their smart contract code since cost is a factor to
evaluate the effectiveness and practicality of the developed
smart contract [86].
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FIGURE 15. Second test case smart contract transactions log.

TABLE 3. Smart contract cost analysis.

FIGURE 16. Oyenete security tool smart contract test result.

The remix IDE provides the transaction Gas cost for each
transaction; however, Gas price is not fixed compared to the
fiat currency. Our CO2 measurement smart contract functions
transactions costs were calculated at the time of this writing

(Ether= 3008.90 $) using the ETHGas Station [88] and were
found to be as shown in Table 3.

It is clear that the maximum cost is endorsed by the admin-
istrator of the smart contract at deployment. This is due to
using a constructor at deployment that includes writing the
carbon emissions threshold variable and storing it on-chain
for the first time. The maximum deployment transaction
cost incurred to achieve the fastest transaction is around
$43.978 depending on the price of Ether. This price is consid-
ered reasonably economical to start up a measurement system
that supports capturing and storing carbon emissions input
readings.

The rest of the functions’ fastest transaction costs fall
below $15. These are fairly moderate costs to be endorsed
by emitters each time they run processes, therefore, the smart
contract operation is proved to be cost-effective in addition to
its efficiency and reliability as previously demonstrated.
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The above discussion proved that the developed smart
contract is practical and efficient in terms of cost and secu-
rity. The selected use case gave a candid demonstration of
the IoT-blockchain integration process tackling all related
aspects.

VIII. CONCLUSION
The significant advancement of the IoT systems opens the
door for endless applications but unfortunately at increased
risks and obstacles. More specifically, the growth of IoT
networks brings up challenges related to security and trust in
the generated and transmitted data. These issues exacerbate
due to the adopted centralized IoT structure. With the emer-
gence of blockchain technology, many researchers investi-
gated the integration of blockchain with IoT to eliminate
challenges and enhance performance. Blockchain’s special
features of security, trust, and decentralization address IoT
issues through integration that comes in different architec-
tures. However, the full integration requires an intermediate
layer called oracle. The main purpose of blockchain oracles
is to facilitate the transmission of authenticated IoT devices’
data to the blockchain network and its smart contract. The
need for oracles stems from the sophisticated and contained
structure of blockchain that requires equally trusted and ver-
ified input data to interact with. Looking at the body of
knowledge, it was noticed that no research covered the entire
process of integrating IoT with blockchain including all its
relevant and necessary parts. Therefore, our work utilized a
two-aspect methodological approach consisting of literature
review and designing and experimenting to provide a compre-
hensive view of the process of combining the important tech-
nologies of IoT, and blockchain through oracles. This study
fills the gap in the literature and provides a key contribution to
the world of research by discussing the role of blockchain and
smart contracts in addressing the challenges facing the IoT
paradigm. It further contributes by surveying and summariz-
ing the main IoT-Blockchain combined system architectures
found in the literature as well as shedding the light on the
concept and functions of blockchain oracles and the main
oracles that exist in the industry. Moreover, our research
provides an illustrative CO2 measuring use case where two
oracle types, namely hardware and software oracles, were
utilized to design an IoT-blockchain integrated system. The
selected use case was implemented using Ethereum smart
contract to create a carbon measuring and sensing system.
The smart contract was developed using Solidity language
and Remix IDE and its functionality was executed and tested
successfully. Additionally, security and vulnerability analy-
ses were conducted to ensure the robustness of the smart
contract. The outcome of this study is providing a whole
picture of the IoT-blockchain integration process covering all
its aspects.
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